
Preliminary Programme

Mon, 10 -14h | Kick-Off | MS Teams 

10:00 – 10:20  Official Welcome
10:20 - 10:30  Introduction International Office
10:30 – 10:40  Introduction Diversity Center
10:40 – 11:40  Keynote by FELIX KRAMER

Virtual International Virtual International 
Staff Training WeekStaff Training Week
at FH Salzburgat FH Salzburg
May 3rd-7th 2021May 3rd-7th 2021

Concepts of cultures and their political implications. 
From icebergs to a society of complex connectivity.

The concept of culture is seen like an iceberg, most of it beneath the 
visible surface, but characterizing people, based on Sigmund Freud‘s 
iceberg metaphor of the unconscious. From there, the concept is expanded 
to include a wave and current model in order to be adapted to the 
globalized world. Cultural entities change in reciprocal relationship 
patterns of the networked world (= lasting through change), the model of 
deterritorialization emerges. The terms that illustrate this in an 
exciting way are transcultural and intercultural communication. The 
lecture traces the political and social changes of this described 
process and their illustration in the different theoretical concepts.

11:40 – 12:10  Networking in breakout rooms
12:10 – 12:30  Meet & greet with your trainers

12:30 – 14:00  Lunch break

Mon, 14-17h | Workshop | MS Teams 

14:00 – 17:00  „Interculturality in the classrooms“ with FELIX KRAMER 

The workshop in the afternoon is based on the theoretical input of the keynote. 
The focus is on interculturality at the workplace (workshop group 1 – administ-
rative staff) and in the classroom (workshop group 2 – academic staff). This will 
give you the opportunity to transfer the content of the keynote into your daily 
work.“
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Tue - Thu, 13-17h | Course | MS Teams 

„Teaching through the Medium of English“ with JULIA WARNER

As a result of the internationalization of higher education worldwide, teaching 
through the medium of English has become an opportunity as well as a necessity 
for many.

The content of this short online course revolves around didactic input as well as 
language input for teaching in higher education in an international context. 

13:00 – 17:00  Tuesday: The role of language in learning and teaching
13:00 – 17:00  Wednesday: Student engagement and participation
13:00 – 17:00  Thursday: Mini-teaching project & presentation

Wed, 9-13h | Workshop | MS Teams 

09:00 – 13:00  „Teaching and Learning Challenges of a Multicultural 
   Classroom“ with GENEVIEVE NAVISOTSCHNIG

This workshop is part of a participatory research Master‘s project.  It aims to be 
a semi-structured interactive session in which participants identify and discuss 
teaching and learning issues related to international students in local class-
rooms.  

The workshop is further intended as an intervention in which knowledge and 
experience exchanges assist in the process of finding solutions and working 
towards inclusive classroom practices and assessments. 
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Tue - Fri,  9-11.30h | Course | MS Teams 

„English in the Educational Workplace“ with CAROLYN WESTBROOK

This workshop is aimed at administrators in higher education. These sessions 
will include a number of scenarios using both spoken and written English com-
munication in the educational workplace.

Participants are encouraged to send in advance / bring along any typical docu-
ments that they are required to read or write in their roles, especially those which 
they would  like to improve on. We will also look at how participants use spoken 
English and participants will role-play a number of typical scenarios that they 
have to deal with in their job. 

Feedback and suggestions for further development will be given on the basis of 
the participants’ performance in the workshop.
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